Role of PTB-like protein, a neuronal RNA-binding protein, during the differentiation of PC12 cells.
PTB-like protein (PTBLP) is a new homologue of pyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB), and has been cloned as a possible autoantigen in cancer-associated retinopathy. PTBLP has two functional domains, the nuclear localization signal and the RNA recognition motifs (RRMs). Full-length PTBLP (PTBLP-L) has four RRMs, and its alternative splicing product (PTBLP-S) lacks the third and fourth RRMs. Although PTBLPs are expressed in neuronal tissues, the function of PTBLPs has not been determined. We have studed whether PTBLP plays a role in neuronal differentiation using PC12 cells. During the process of nerve growth factor-induced neuronal differentiation of PC12 cells, PTBLP-L was down-regulated whereas PTBLP-S was up-regulated. Transfection of PTBLP-L into PC12 cells led to the suppression of neuronal differentiation. In PTBLP-S transfected cells, however, this suppression was not evident. When both PTBLP-L and PTBLP-S were co-transfected, the suppressive effect of PTBLP-L decreased. In differentiated cells, PTBLP-S localized in the nucleus and PTBLP-L was found dispersed throughout the cytoplasm and neuronal growth cone. These findings suggest that PTBLP-L acts as a negative regulator of neuronal differentiation and PTBLP-S acts as a competitor of PTBLP-L.